
 

Cleaning, care and accessories Pure convenience – easy cleaning and care of the 

aquariums 

 

OASE biOrb offers an extensive range of accessories that facilitate cleaning and care of an 

acrylic aquarium, first and foremost the biOrb service kit including filter cartridge cleaning 

cloth and water treatment station that is suitable for all biOrb aquariums. The cleaning cloth 

effectively removes contamination, and with the biOrb scratch remover sets scratches can be 

effortlessly removed so that the aquariums quickly look almost like new again. (OASE) 
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OASE biOrb Service Kit 

OASE biOrb Service Kit      RRP 9,99 Euro 
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biOrb intelligent heater: The safe way to ensure the optimal water temperature – easy 

cleaning and care of the aquariums 

 

The intelligent 50 W heater with PowerBox checks the water temperature up to 3000 times a 

minute with an accuracy of 0.5 degrees Celsius. It is preset to 24.5 degrees Celsius and 

works automatically – additional settings are not required. The robust heater module with 2 

meter cable length can be easily concealed under decoration material and the safe 12 V 

technology works with particular energy efficiency. (OASE) 
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OASE biOrb Intelligent Heater 

OASE biOrb Intelligent Heater     RRP 94,99 Euro 

 

Intelligent and easy to hide: the 50 W Heater with PowerBox. Photo: OASE GmbH 

 

   

 

 



 

 

 

biOrb lighting: Intelligent, multi-colour light that simulates the day / night rhythm 

 

The OASE biOrb MCR light is an innovative, multi-coloured aquarium light with 16 different 

colour settings that can be controlled  A colour intensity of 100% is preset, which can be 

dimmed down to 20% intensity. MCR stands for Multicolour Remote and offers the possibility 

of simulating the light conditions of day and night in four different time cycles. For example, 

an eight-hour cycle simulates seven hours of daylight and for 15 minutes before and after the 

MCR light simulates the light conditions of sunrise or sundown. This cycle can also be set in 

the same manner for 10, 12, and 14 hours. Thus the underwater world is not only a 

decorative element, it also becomes a unique experience. (OASE) 
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Art. 45994 biOrb MCR Light accessories large      RRP 99,99 Euro 

Suitable for 

biOrb LIFE 30, 45 and 60, biOrb FLOW 15 and 90 and Classic 

 

Art. 45995 biOrb MCR Light accessories small   RRP 69,99 Euro 

Suitable for 

biOrb CLASSIC 15, 30, 60 and 105 and BiUbe 35 and Classic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Founded in 1949 in Germany, today OASE is one of the world's leading brands in the water 

garden area. Our innovative, quality products satisfy the requirements of professional 

landscapers, as well as the requirements of ambitious garden and pond enthusiasts of the 

highest level. 

OASE indoor aquatics now offers competence and experience from the big world of ponds 

for the home aquarium as well. With the innovations and the versatile products, experienced 

aquarists, as well as novice aquarists, create fascinating aquarium worlds. Experience 

genuine harmony with nature: OASE Living Water. 
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